


Senate Environment and Public Works (SEPW) Staff Review of NRC Documents 

Senator Boxer sent letters requesting documents about the San Onofre Nuclear Generating 

Station to the NRC on May 15, 2012, May 23, 2013, May 31, 2013 and June 19, 2013. 

On June 24, 2013 NRC delivered a number of boxes that were characterized to be responsive 

documents provided by the NRC Office of Investigations. 

SEPW staff noted that these boxes were accompanied by an index. That index listed the subject 

of each document, the date on which the document was created and the number of pages the 

document consisted of. The index title indicated that the documents listed came from NRC’s 

Office of Investigations. 

When Senate Environment and Public Works staff learned when they reviewed the documents 

was that NRC included several pages of a different index of documents that did not match the 

first one.  The title of the second index also indicated that the documents listed came from the 

NRC Office of Investigations, the second index also listed the subject of each document and the 

date on which the document was created – but it didn’t list the number of pages the document 

consisted of. The pages from the second index were found stapled to the back of one of the other 

documents in the boxes. 

When SEPW staff compared the documents listed on the official index with those that were 

listed on the second index NRC seems to have accidentally included, it became clear that the 

Committee was not provided with every document listed on the second index.   

The missing documents appear by their listed subject to be emails concerning how the NRC 

planned to respond to Chairman Boxer’s requests for documents, which are among the 

documents that Chairman Boxer explicitly asked to be provided with.   
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